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Today CYTENA, a BICO group company (Nasdaq Stockholm: BICO) and a leading provider of high-

precision instruments for handling biological cells and PAIA Biotech GmbH, a developer of assays for 

the rapid analysis of antibodies and proteins based on its proprietary assay technology, announced 

they have signed a long-term OEM agreement. Under the terms of this agreement, CYTENA launched 

the F.QUANT Titer, a plate-based high-throughput titer quantification assay for antibodies, bispecifics 

or Fc fusion proteins based of PAIA’s patented technology. The F.QUANT Titer expands CYTENA’s 

cell line development portfolio enabling fast and cost-effective  plate-based assays for high-throughput 

analysis  of culture samples for titers with a very small sample volume.  

The new F.QUANT Titer provides biopharma professionals an easy-to-use and cost-effective solution 

for the identification of high-producer clones based on fluorescence intensity without a need for capital 

investment for a dedicated instrument. The F.QUANT Titer assays further strengthens CYTENA’s cell 

line development product portfolio and contributes to bring affordable solutions for faster drug 

development to life science industry as a BICO group company. 

Sebastian Giehring, CEO of PAIA Biotech, comments: “We are excited to partner with CYTENA, which 

share our goals of providing integrated solutions for cell line development and upstream development. 

With this partnership, we will be able to accelerate our growth, develop novel assays and make our 

unique assay technology available to more customers around the world.” 

“We are thrilled to be bringing the F.QUANT Titer to the cell line development market. CYTENA has 

been developing cutting edge single-cell dispensers and have utilized this expertise to develop a fully-

automated cell line development platform, the C.STATION, which enables accessibility to all from 

single-cell cloning of transfected cells to selecting high-producing clones to upscaling. The F.QUANT 

Titer complements this workflow for mAb titer monitoring for high-producer identification. We look 

forward to enabling the biopharma industry with this technology which will streamline the development 

of biotherapeutics.” Julian Riba, CEO, CYTENA. 

Visit https://www.cytena.com/ to learn more. 
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About PAIA 

PAIA Biotech, founded 2014 in Cologne/Germany, uses its patented microplate detection technology for developing high 

throughput bead-based assays. The assays focus on the quantification of biotherapeutics and on screening for critical quality 

attributes like glycosylation and aggregation. PAIA´s assay technology allows researchers to miniaturize and automate 

workflows in cell line and upstream development and helps to de-risk cell line selection and the optimization of process 

conditions by addressing quality related parameters early in the process. In addition to off-the-shelf assay products, PAIA 

Biotech offers the world´s first glycan screening assay service with fast turnaround that meet the requirements of cell line 

development labs.   

  

About CYTENA 

CYTENA is a leading provider of high-precision instruments for isolating, dispensing, imaging, analyzing and handling biological 

cells. The company continues to build on the success of the single-cell dispensing technology it patented as a spin-off from the 

University of Freiburg, Germany, in 2014. Today, as part of BICO, the world’s leading bio convergence company, CYTENA’s 

award-winning devices are still manufactured in Germany and used at prestigious academic and pharmaceutical labs around the 

world to automate workflows in numerous application areas, including stable cell line development, single-cell omics, high-

throughput screening and drug discovery. CYTENA’s breakthrough innovations for the lab combine advanced automation, state-

of-the-art software engineering and the latest insights in cell biology to maximize efficiencies in the life sciences and create the 

future of health. Learn more at www.cytena.com.  

 

About BICO 

Founded in 2016, BICO (formerly CELLINK) is the leading bio convergence company in the world. By combining different 

technologies, such as robotics, artificial intelligence, computer science, and 3D bioprinting with biology, we enable our 

customers to improve people's health and lives for the better. 

The company has a focus on developing technologies that will advance Health 4.0 Next Generation Core Industry Ecosystems 

that enable tissue engineering, diagnostics, multiomics, and cell line development. BICO’s technologies enable researchers in 

the life sciences to culture cells in 3D, perform high-throughput drug screening and print human tissues and organs for the 

medical, pharmaceutical, and cosmetic industries. We create the future of health.   
The Group’s instruments in the field amounts to 25,000, including all the top 20 pharmaceutical companies, are being used in 

more than 65 countries, and have been cited in more than 9,500 publications. BICO is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm under 

BICO. www.bico.com 

 

http://www.bico.com/

